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The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory
VOLUME SIXTEEN

FULTON. lUEN'ilICIKY.

FRIDAY, MARCH 7, 1947.

NUMBER SEVEN

Plant In Sturgis
Fulton Citizens Slow
i 3th District Farmers
faxi Struck By Train
!VFW Held Nomination
Council In Active
Operates Normally
To Respond In Drive
Enjoy Good Prograrn
Meeting Tuesday Night
At Main St. Crossing
Session Monday Night
For New DDT Progratn
Plant Started Similar To Fulton

'K

A number of farm families of tecident Happened Early Saturday
Tuesday night members of the Delegation Asks Liquor
Control;
Fulton post of Veterans of Foreign
Citizens of Fulton are urged to the 13th District gathered at Welch
Morning; Jiffy Taxi Passengers
More Discussion About Creek;
School
Tuesday
evening, March 4
sign up to have their homes treatWars
met
at
the
Legion
Cabin
and
injured
'Mayor E. C. Calman of Sturgis,
R. M. Belew Resigns.
nominations were open for officers
I,ed with DDT in the current pro- to enjoy a prograrn presented by
Ky., has reaffirmed his recent
the
Weakley
CountyFarm
Bureau.
I gram sponsored by the Fulton
Roberta Stanley of this city sus- for 'the coming year as follows:
statement that there would be "no
A delegation. representing the
Paul Durbin, commander; Frank
County Homemakers, Harry Barry County president, R. L. McNatt, ained painful injuries early last
unions" in his town to interfere
West Fulton Parent-Teachers AsClark,
!county sanitarian said today. So presided over the meeting.
senior
vice-commander;
Jack
Saturday morning, when a taxi in
with operations of the plant of the
sociation, appeared before the eity
The Farm Bureau now owns a
I ,ar only about 260 persons have
vice-corrunander;
which she and three other passen- Alfred, junior
Sturgis Clothing Co. The plant,
council during its regular Mari*
motion
picture
machine
and
some
-James
signed for the program and those
Warren,
advocate;
Thomas
geis were riding, collided with an
-closed because of union activities,
session Monday •night. and asked
wishing this Service must register interesting pictures were shown. Illinois Central engine at the l'Aen- Exum and Boyce Heattwott, chapreopened in a normal manner and
that body to restrict liquor stores
The first picture concerned hay. It
lain; Ray Hamby, patriotic instrucbefore March 10.
railroad crossing here. ;
is now in full operation. he states.
to the business district of Fulton.
showed
the
types
of
grasa
and
leRegistration places in Fulton are
Miss Stanley received a Orainel tor; Tom Carter, legislative officer; No action was taken in
Mayor Calman said in u state- at Ford Clothing Co., and the Clar- gumes used all over our great nathe matter
shoulder,
cuts and bruises. and was Raymond Stallins, Dan Henry and due to legal aspects
ment:
involved.
ice Shop. Registrations may be tion and the methods in which taken to the Fulton hospitst for H. P. Allen, publicity officer; DonR. M. Belew asked that the coun"If the unions were so interested made at J. J. Crime grocery in they are sown, harvested and pre,reatment. Mildred Stanle
D.e o- ald David, seivice officer.
cil accept tits resignation as tax
in these people's welfare and in Cayce and Arlie Batts store in pared for consumpticm. It showed
The
regular
election
will
be
held
thy Potts, Bill Brown and the taxi
the ebenfits of such pastures to
assessor, effective April 1. Walter
providing employment for them, Crutchfield.
driver, Jewell Hinkle, viers less at the next meeting 'Tuesday night
dairying
the
Voelpel was appointed as Mr. Beindustry
and
also
to
why didn't they put up the money
March 18.
Last year about 140 ponds and
seriously injtired.
lew's Successor. Mr. Belew was
and provide these factories?
pools were sprayer in and around the soil.
The passengers were ,-re*urning
The second picture concerned
appointed as tax assessor for 1946-They wait until we get' the fac- Fulton to control breeding of motsfrom Martin, where they hzai arDEATHS
47, but ill health forces his retiretory going, which incidentally. is quitoes, Mr. Barry pointed out. the raising of registered pigs. This -aintpartied
friends earlier Saturday'
ment.
paying union scale and higher. and Unleas the; DDT program becnniks pieture W&S of interest to. the fu- morning.
Occupants of tint car said
, .
HENRY WARREN
then come in here 'and tell them more general in this vicinity this ture farmers. It showed the care
report on the progress being
that they did not see or hear the
Henry
V•Trren,
69,
farmer
of
the
I(the workers'' how much they can year. people may expect more mos- taken with gilt from the time she engine as
in;1e on the Harris Fork Creek
they approached tau Brown's
brave cornmuttity iln pr ject
'4,) for them. We don't like it.
was heart, by the council.
quitoes this summer. A charge Of is very young until her first pigs crossing.
Graves county, died Sunday after' "We asked no help from them $3 per house will be made this yeju are ready for market. It showed
Condemnation suits now pending
noon
at
his
home.
Funeral
services
how
to
keep them healthy and
(the unions) in the past. We ask as the Federal funds formerly
will be heard just as. soon as posMRS. J. S. BAXTER
were held at 'Antioch church Tuesatm help from them in the future. used for this work are not avat- also gave ideas on preparing them
sible, and contracts for improving
BURIED
AT
SAVANNAH day morning by the Rev. Fred
for the show ring.
Nor will we tolerate any interfer- able this year.
the creek bed may be let in April
Chunn of Henry, Tenn. Interment
Varon Shanklin, professor of
. ence from them. We're not going
this year.
Mrs.
Baxter,
Steele,
J.
S.
of
Mo.,
followed
in
Knob
Creek
cemetery.
Vocational Agriculture at Dresden
.to let unions take dues from our
;
,
.
randtnother
of
Mrs.
A.
C.
Wade
Farmers Planning
leaves his widow; three chilHigh School, and County Agent
people when It isn't necessary-.
PRESBYTERIANS ELECTED
Aaron Walker gave short talks on of FUlton, died Feb. 27, at the home dren. Edmond of Nashville, Jesse
. Local citizens in Sturgis raised
Many Improvements benefits
ELDER, DEACONS SUNDAY
her
daughter,
of
L.
Mrs.
Cagle
J.
of
Cuba
and
Mrs.
Imogene.
Rob
:
gathered by being Farm
a good many thousand dollars by
ti Savannah, Tenn. Funeral ser- erts of Dukedom; four brothers.,
Bureap
member.
:public subscription to build a feeRemodeling of homes and other
An election was held at the
3 to 8 had been designat- vices were held Saturday afternoon Jim Warren of Farmington, E. F.
ltory building and install rriachinery buildings on farms,and installatipn
Cumberland
at
Savannah.
Presbyterian Church
Warren
of
Viola,
Arthur
Warren
A
as membership week and ten
boo local people might hare work. of electricity, heating plants and
Mrs: Wade and her three child- of Paudeah and Will Warren of last Sunday, when Charles Ellis
new
contracts
were
turneld
in
at
',The plan adopted at Sturgis to ob- water and sewage disposal "systeins
ren, Alger, Claudine and Charles, Houston, Texas; two sisters, Mrs. was ordained as elder; Finis Van!lain a factory was very similar rate high among improvements this meeting.
atended the funeral services.
Jim Malone of Mayfield and Mrs. cil and Robert Bell aa deacons. Afto the one used in Fulton to start planned by Kentucky farmers, acter the election regular services
Sammie Holmes of Sedalia.
HOMEMAKERS
TO
HOLD
the garment factory—that of free- cording to the annual report of the
were held by the congregation.
1;will donations
'PLANNING
MEETING
NEWS
REVIEW
by civic-minded peo- Agricultural Engineering DepartMRS. LORA CRUCE FORTNER
isle
ment of the University of Kentucky
1
• who were interested in
Mrs. Lora Cruce Fortner, 908 E. Governor McCord Si
A program planning meeting will
Miss Lois Jean Hindman, student
;proving their community and help- College of Agriculture and Home
be held in Mayfield on Saturday, at Northwestern University, Evans- State Line-st, Fulton, died Sunday
Ing to provide employment for those Economics.
Bond Issue Bin F0,71
March 8. Those from Fulton Coun- ton, ,rn.. was recently pledged to March 2 at 11;20 p. m. Funeral serdesiring vsork.
"Interest of farmers and manuvices
were held Wednesday aftertd who will attend include: Mrs. Sigina Alpha Iota, national v.-omSouth Fultozr F
facturers of building materials aDd
Billy McGee, county president of en's professional music fraternity. noon at the Liberty Baptiat church
equipment is at an all-time high."
&ROCKWELL CHM& DIES
Homemakers; Mrs. Morgas David- She is also a member of the House with Rev. J. Drace officiating, asA bill wad recently pa:IN LOUISVILLE HOSPITAL says the report, Pump manufac- son,.clistriet
pubhEity chairnian; and Council of the Women's Self-Gov- sisted by Rev. L. R. Strickland
Zi:ezinivassee House aslturers, for instance, are planning.
•
-Mrs:'iEdfigaret Adatfts, -fiditgdern- erment.Aascolation, composed --of Mrs. Dan Menton. - frititemast
the issuance -ot
Evelyn Marie Brockwell, the four to make 600,000 pumps or more onstration agent. Others...attending piesidents of
all women's houses; lowed in a nearby cemetery in in bands for street imjaidvemeints
than
ever
made
in
any
previous
month old infant of Mr.. and Mrs.
will be district chairmen of the fol- president of Alpha Delta Pi oror- charge of Hornbeak Funeral Home. in South Fulton. This bill has been
M. C. Brockwell of Fulton, died year.
Mrs. Fortner professed faith in approved and signed by Governor
lowing: Speaker's Bureau, Reading ity; also secretary of the SophoTuesday at a Louisville hospital.
The department last year sent and Citizenship and
Christ early in life, and had been McCord.
home demon- more Council.
:The renaains were brought back to out upon request 2,469 blue print- stration agents of
a member of the Baptist church
the Purchase.
South P'ulton plans to impreve
!Puttee foi funeral and intertnent. ed plans for farm buildings adaPtThe following from the Extension
Jimray James, son of George for years. On October 15, 1904 she most of its city streets this ydar,
The child leaves her parents; ed to Kentucky conditions. In d- Service will attend:
Miss Myrtle James of Second-st, and a Fulton married William Duncan Fortner, and this project marks one of the
graneparents, Mr. and Mrs. Marsh- dition, county agents and h
e Weldon, State Leader of Agents; high school senior, ranks among who preceded her in death 13 years
finest civic moves made by khe
all Doughty of Fulton and Mr. and demonstration agents helped fa
Miss
Zelma
Monroe, Assistant the twelve Kentucky high school ago.
south side ill recent years.
Mrs. Jim Brockwell of McConnell, ers to plan 4.439 new buildings and State Leader
She leaves two daughters, Mrs.
of Agents: and Miss students eligible to receive the
Tenn.
remodel 3.860 buildings. They 4so Orinne Johnson, Public
Relations Pepsi-Cola college scholarship. Con- Eunice Mallard and Mrs. Mildred
A. L. SHUCK
helped farmers select or des
testants are judged on the grades Bush of Fulton; six sons, Captain
Office.
thousands of pieces of lives
A.
L.
Shuck,
69, retired.
Carl
Fortner
of Battle Creek, Mich.
At this meeting, the program will I made in school and on their all• HELLO'WORLD
equipment. other farm equipm
Raymond Fortner of Trezevant, Central railroad engineer.
be plannecl for the Annual District round scholastic activity.
aad labor saving devices, this
Tenn., Eugene Fortner, Thomas and Friday morning at the Fulton
Meeting.
mr. and Mrs. W. W. Colburn of port brings out.
Mrs. P. A. Jones, district director,
Neal Looney. sustained painful James "Buddy" Fortner of Fulton; pital. Funeral services were
Dukedom announce the birth of a
Meetings to discussi the buil
will preside.
injuries at the Standard Service three stepchildren, Oscar Fortner ducted Sunday afternoon at the
t son Feb. 28, at the Fiulton hospital. situation
were held last year in
Station here Thursday, Feb. 27, of Detroit. Mrs. Mary Moore of Zion Methodist church near Jor
I
Mr. and
Mrs. Banter White operation
with farmers, mate
SLIPPERY PAVEMENT
when an inflated tire was blown Huntington, Tenn., and Mrs. Ellis with interment in a nearby ce e-1 Roark of Chicago, Ill., announce
dealers, builders and county
d
from its rim,'and struck him in the Phillips of Fulton; 24 grandchil- tery.
CAUSES
ACCIDENTS
•i the birth of a baby girl. Thursday,
home demonstration agents throdgh
Mr. Shuck had been in ill he th
face. The accident was caused when dren; one brother, Joe Cruce of
'Feb. 27. She has been named Ann
the state. Special training in buildSlippery . streets and highways, a 16-inch tire yras plaCed on a15- Fulton; one sister. Miss Maude for several years{ lie tvae_born at
i Baxter. Mrs. Roark is the former
ing and remodeling was given Jar- due to snow and ice on the pave- inch rim.
Cz:uce! of Harrison, Ark.; two half- Jqrdan, Dec. 19, 1877,•won of
e
Miss Lillian Bell of Fulton.
penters, farmers and dealers in ment' last week end, caused several
sisters, Mrs. Maggie Adaire of Har- late Marion Francis anciMelen
alMr. and Mrs. W. W. Jetton of this
inaterials.
Walter Voelpel of this city has rison, Ark., and Mrs. Tom Bellew lace Shuck. He marriederessie
automobile accidents in and arotind
city announce the birth of a son
Fulton.
been re-appointed as coroner of of Fulton; two half-brothers, Ray garet Roberts of Unioti City on
Other
activities
of
the
college
Friday afternoon at the Fulton hosCruce of Silana, Kansas and Char- Oct. 4, 1889. In July, 1903, he
A Chevrolet'sedan, filled with Fulton county.
engineers include4 12 state confers
pital.
lie Cruce of Ok' home; many nep- ed to work on the Illinois Cen al
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Frederick of ences to discuss new designs and colored passengers approached the
Jackson, Tenn.In Febrilary, 1
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Kash have hews and nIcces, one of whom is
this city announce the birth of a new materials for farm construc- overhead bridge on the FultonMrs. Alvin Rogers of Fulton.
he lost both legs in a train acc
Union
returned
home
after
City
tion.
spe.nding
A
vahighway,
a
three-day
t
Saturday,
training
as
school
on
baby girl Sunday night at the Fulbu! continued as an engineer tmtil
farm housing was held for home a city truck was scattering cinders cation in Florida, visiting Tampa,
ton hospital.
MRS. RIM
, MIELE
retirement in June, 1937. He came
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Weather- demonstration agents. In these 'on the paveinent. When brakes Orlando and other points of interto nilton in 1916 and had m
est.
ways
Were
applied
to
thousands
stop
skidthe
of
car
farm
men
and
Mrs.
Kitty
Netherland
Bizzle, 69,
spoon announce tbe birth of a son
died Monday, March 3, ft 7:15 a. his home here ever, since.
Wednesday morning at: the. Fulton womeii were itiven information ded out•of control. TI.vo other cars
A blaze,'Whicii originated in the m., at the home of her ,daudider, ;He leaves! his wit. five c
and help in their plans for new trailing .the Chevrolet were unable
hospital.
to stop arid the three automobiles kitchen of the J. H. Lowe home, Mrs. Neal Clinard in South Fniton. rain. Piers.
homes and °titter improvements.
;Oilliams of
piled up, with only slight damage 115 West State Line, Thursday af- Funeral services were held at the Jackson, James
,Steack of
IF YOU CHARGE
reported. Only one person, a negro ternoon of, last week, did consider- Joiftison Grove ilaptist attire,' on in—
FULTON Clil/FLI FIND
ye and Mrs. Joe frt. Ff‘n, mrs.
WE CHARGE
PEARLS IN OYSTERS girl, sustained injuries, a tninor cut able damage before the South Ful- Tuesday afternoon with the i Bias. toniMatlieey and Josephl W.
ton fire deparbnent could check the J. T. Drace officiating assisied by of Fulton: also twelve ,grandc
on the forehead.
Clamoring for free space disOn Highway 51, near the Crutch- flames. , The kitchen was burned Rev. Sam Ed Bradley. Interment ren. One daughter, Mrs. Bonus
A freakish discovery' occurred
guised as "news" has again reach- here this week, when Mr. and
badly, and flames reached into the in Johnson Greve cemetery in liharn, preceded him in d th
Mrs field road, two cars crashed. One
ed such proportions that publish- "Polly" Yates found
attic.
car
was
traveling
ibuth,
the
other
,
..harge of Hornbeak Funeral Home. twelve years ago.
two pearls in
ers have been acoused of giving oysters as they were
Mrs. Sizzle was born January 91, /dr. Shuck had many fr
enjoying an north, and both were driven by
certain competitors an "unfair" ad- oyster supper.
MRS. ROBBIE SAWYER
negroes. Charlie Rudd. driving the
1878 in Obion County. She. loincd here. He was a member tolat,
vantage. Only defense the publishbouthbound car, is said to have
Mrs. Robbie Gregory Sawyer, 58, the Johnson Grove Baptist church First Methodist Church, a
The pearls about one-quarter of
ers have is to deny free space to
pulled out to pass a taxi. and his who died at her home in Ruthville, at the age of 18, later movnig her and Spanish-American War Vetan inch in size were discovered
anyone—in an effort to treat all
skidded. The car driven by Joe Tenn., Feb. 28, of a heart ailment, membership to the First Baptist eran.
after the oysters had been cooked car
alike.
Westmoreland going north crashed was buried in Fairview cemetery church in Fulton. In 1903 she marin hot, grease.
Policy of publishing announceinto the Rudd car. Both machines here Friday. Funeral services were ried W. O. Sizzle.
itAam Inds niOcustan
ments of private and public events
were badly damaged. Westmore- conducted Friday at the Ruthville
She leaves her husband; four
AT CIIIITCHFIELD MIETH§TO
MRS.
RAY
INJURED
enforced
strictly
on
the
will be
land's wife was painfully injured Baptist church by Rev. Thomas sons, Otis, Odell, Ellis and Lewis;
IN FALL AT MEMPHIS and was taken to the hospital for Duncan, assisted by Rev. E. M. one daughter. Mrs.
basis of "if you charge, we charge."
Helen Clinard;
Farmers Of the Ctrutchfield
Also pa ordeF Us be fair no space
first. aid treatment of cuts and °tikes of Ftilton.
five grandchiktren, Shirley 'Ann, munfty met at the school there on
Mrs.( T.'restori Rai of Riceville, bruises.
will fie giveb to any conunereal
-Mrs. Sawyer was the daughter of Gilbert Wayne, Netra Carolyn, Ju- Thursday :night with Jolui W
ventute unless it is paid for Is att% while (boarding a street car in
the late C B. and Annie Hart dith Ann and Nell Elizebeth; two county agent present. Various
Memphis Siinday night, fell when
vertLsing..- •
•
Sally Simpkins says she is going Gregory or Fulton. She leaves her sisters, Mrs. Mary Milner and Mrs.
for improv
,ing farm income
Placement ot an advertisement it started suddenly, fracturing twO
Build Progress Show to husband. Romby Sawyer; one NIS- Anna McKizury of Tulton; aeveral
as follaws;.
benes
in
one
leg just above the ari•
and payment therefore is rep-.(tell
it:
6
)czitiax
t*asps,.bavd stoops ter,
,Mrs Mary Harpole of Miami, nieces and nephews. I
I. Why not make $.106 extra
as completion a a contract, and 'n kle. ahe was visiting her son.
Fla.; four brothers, Charres Greglitter a pigs?
•
no,way entitles the advertiser, to a ton Ray -Jr.
Poor albdizeini cows'may tAke a ory' cif Fulton, Lieut. Col. P. 'T.
Genius is mainly tan'
of
7'he 911-puliet (look.
ben on the news columns. Dmtittle 111011Cy duairn; times of high Gregory of Fort Warden, Wash., energy...-Mattizew Arnold.
3. T'be kentuCky corn lerby
The Rural Progress Show
•is Me
ever, there are plenty of instriares
PriRes, but takes a good cow Frank T.J. Gregory of Detroit and ,Crenaus, like all heavenly Light,
4. C.an you produce 300 po
in which business entere into the place where a farmer may take dne to make a profit in normal or hard Richard S. Gregory of Prineetoik Can,blase as well 2F bless the sight. of beef
par dere?
good
idea
and bring back a dozen. time*
-news.
Ky•
—L Landon.
5. Bettor landing.
Factory By Public Subscription
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'1111E FULTON COUNTY NEWS. FULTON. KENTUCK1
.
!tie Butler, her sister, and James '.v'ilford Jetton on the birth of a
ROCK SPRINGS
Brann, her nephew, both of Fulton. sun, Feb. 28. Congratulations, also

.•

Aio MOM WO/7"
ABOUT YEAST GETTING STALE!

Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast keeps
full-strength-for weeks on your pantry shelf
IF YOU BAKE AT HOME—you can make
delicious bread any time, at a moment's notice
with Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast.
•

Always dependable—Fleischmann's Fast
Rising keeps fresh for weeks on your pantry
shelf—ready for quick action whenever you
want it. Just dissolve according to directions
on the package. Get Fleischmann's Fast
Rising Dry Yeast today. At your grocer's.

ROOF and FURNACE
Let us clean and repair your furnace, or repair
your roof.
TIN WORK A SPECIALTY

Smallman & Webb
TIN SHOP
Main and Olive Streets,

Fulton, Ky.

Subscribe to THR NEWs:

Elmer Cannon and wife were also to the grandfather, Linward Pharis. The baby wW be called Lin.
•isitors.
Mrii. Lossie Douglas nas returned
Open wide yuur doors and let a
home after spending several days
little sunshine in. Good day.
with her son and family.
REAL ESTATE and
Miss June Batts spent the weekBEELERTON
end with home folks. She is em- PUBLIC AUCTIONEER
ployed at Swift & Company in FulMrs. Cecil Binford and Mrs. Lar°MCI OVER CITY NATIONAL
ton.
ry Binford entertained with a dinRANI—PHONE 01
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Clark'nf Chiner Thursday of last week for Mrs.
cago, Mrs. Iry Waterstreet and son,
Aaron
Kirby,
Mrs.
Callie Walker,
Ronald, of St. Louis, were Sunday Farm and City Property
Mrs. S. J. Walker, Mrs. Jim Walkvisitors in the E. C. Nall and Leon
er and son and Miss Boone Walker.
List or Buy With l's!
Wright homes. They were down to
Frances Gale spent Wednesday attend the wedding of their brothnight of last week with Bettie White. er, Charles Clark to Miss Bettie
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gardner Anderson in Brookport, Ill., which
Veterinary Service
spent Tuesday night of last week took place Sunday afternoon.
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. JesMrs. Glenn Batts, Mrs. Moden
Day or Night
sie Gardner and grandmother, Mr:: Bat,s and Mrs. Rosa Batts were the
Callie Gardner, who came home Sunday afternoon visitors of Mrs:
Phone 887 R
from Detroit Tuesday.
John Ladd.
Or Call 70
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Wright spent
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hicks and
Friday afternoon in Clinton with boys were Sunday guests of Mr.
Dr. H. W. Connaughton
Mrs. Hamp Clapp and farnily.
and Mrs. L. L. White.
Graduate Veterinarian
Mrs. Cora Hicks suffered a heart
Mrs. John Kimble spent Friday
attack the past week.
with Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Best. Mr.
Located on Martin-Fulton
Mrs. Cecil Binford and Mrs. Lar- Best seems much improved.
Highway
ry Binford and girls spent Friday
Charlie Stewart is not doing very
tifternoon with Mrs. Lola Owens, well after a recent operation.
who is improving slowly since a
recent operation.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Vaughn
Our Nation-Wide Affiliations
spent Friday afternoon with Mr.
and Mrs. John Ladd.
Enables us to serve familes who have moved to
Mr. and Mrs. James Beard visitdistant cities
ed her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jrn
Vance Sunday. Mrs. Vance is ill.
Cecil Binford was a business visitor in Hickman Thursday of last
week. He also called at the home
FULTON, KY.
of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Hornsby.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Hornsby are able
AMBULANCE SERVICE
to be up after several weeks illne3s.
Day or Nigld—Phone 7
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Burley of Ft.
Louis were recent visitors of her
We handle the Famous BRONZOLEUM Vaults
sister, Mr. and Mrs. Paschall D•p•
ery and son.
THEM • ' Mr. and Mrs. Wes Beard W,..1
Sunday afternoon visitors of Rev.
Mar:Jr and. snow is indication of .1
C. Nall.
—rs'
a good crop- year, so our elders tell
Mr. and Mrs. Mangus Batts and
since
I
I'm
know
us, but I wouldn't
Mr. and Mrs. John
boys visited
a youngster.
Johns Thursday night of last week.
William Foster and wife 'attendMr. Johns is slowly improving
ed the negro minstrel at Water Val- , from an attack of pneumonia.
ley Friday night.
The apartment in which Mr. and
Otis Williams. is very ill at his I Mrs. J. P. Tucker (Jean Hicks)
home near Kingston Store.
lived in Memphis, burned Tuesday.:
Aunt Mollie Brann's condition is Mrs. Tucker and infant son were
•
much worse the past week. J. C. )ri
the hospital, and J. P. was at I
Foster is about the same.
home and saved most of their posMrs. Louise Olive and son, Ter- sessions.
ry, spent Friday with Mrs. E. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Mangus Batts had
Lowry.
as their Sunday dinner guests Mr.
H. A. Sisk and family left for and Mrs. Vernon Batts and Mr. and
We are now signing up acreage with growers
Wyandotte, Mich., last Wednesday. Mrs. John Wilmon Batts and Mrs.
Mrs. Mary Nell Gosstun and son, Rosa Batts.
for the production of ripe tomatoes ihis season,
Larry, spent Thursday with her
Miss Edward Stephens is doing
mother, Mrs. Onie Lowry.
fine after an operation in the FulJimmy Clement and wife and ton hospital last week. _
and urge all farmers interested in g_r.),--Ing tobaby, Dianne, spent the week-end
Mrs. Mettie Guyn has returned
Brann.
W.
G.
Mrs.
with
home from the Haws Clinic where
matoes to contact us promptly.
Those to visit J. C. Foster and she underwent a minor operation.
wife Wednesday afternoon were
Mrs.
Congratulations to Mr. and
their daughter and family, Mr. and
who
Doris,
Mrs. H. A. Sisk and
came to say goodbye before leaving
W. W. Jones & Sons
for Wyandotte, Mich. Other visitFuneral Home
ors were Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Foster,
Phone 500
Unlvendty
129
Alvin Foster and wife, Heck BenMARTIN, TENN.
nett and wife and Buster Brewing•Distinctive Service W60
ton and son, Tommy.
Within Year Means
blood
Mrs. Lizzie Foster has high
pressure and is under the care of
a physician.
Fred Wray visited J. C. Foster
FOR
Sunday.
Prentice Goodrich and George HEALTH'S SAKE-Thompson of McConnell, Tenn., visSEE YOUR
ited Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Weems
CHIROPRACTIC
one day last week.
W. M. Foster was a very busy
PHYSICIAN
man last week. He gardened some
PHONE 45.
for his brother, burned sage brush
DR. B. L. DAVIS
and killed rabbits, visited the sick
Upstairs Over Fry Sboe Store
and milked the cow.
FULTON, KENTUCKY
W. A. Crittendon and family and
Dean Willlams and family went to
We are proud to announce that we are taking on the line of the
a movie Saturday afternoon.
Those to visit Aunti Mollie Brann
Sunday afternoon were Mrs. Mat-

Mr. and Mrs. Edd Byrd visited
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Veatch and family Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Elinoore Copelin
and Martha snd Mrs. Nora Copelin
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
A. E. Green.
Mrs. Jennie Pulley is spending
the week with Herschel Elliott and
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Jackson,
Bobby and Fay, spent a while on
Saturday night with Bob Veatch
and family.
Mrs. Allie Newton has returned
home from Carbondale, Ill., where
she has been visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Cleve Waldrop.
Mr. and Mrs. Fort Dillon and
Gayle spent Sunday afternoon with
Marshall and Johnnie Moore.
Mrs. Martha Brown and Donna
spent Wednesday with her mother,
Mrs. Vick Stallins.
Mrs. Ella Veatch and Mrs. Nora
Copelin visited Mrs. Viola Howell
Thursday afternoon. Mrs. Howell is
recovering from pneumonia.
Mrs. Nettie Lee Copelin and Martha Kay visited Mrs. Cornell Green
Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. Bernie Stallins and Mrs.
R. A. Brown shopped in Fulton on
Thursday.
Several from this community attended the play party given at
Crutchfield Friday night.
Mrs. Nina Moore and Marie are
on the sick list.
Junior Barham. Leon Barham,
and James Earl Saddler visited
Bobby and Joe Brown Saturday.
Misses Ina Belew and Gladys
Moore spent Saturday \afternoon
with Mrs. Nettie Lee Copelin.

CHAS. W. BURROW

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

Rot=

WANTE

Contract for Tomatoes

Easy To Build
With BLOCKS
Concrete or Cinder Blocks, Waterproof Cement,
Sand and Gravel. See us for your building
needs.

& Lowe

A

Martin Highway — Fulton, Ky.

Winterize
Your Car Now:
Bring your car in and let us give it a thorough
change-over for the cold days ahead

WATER VALLEY
CANNING COMPANY
Water Valley, Ky.

Announcement

(All US
—for—

WATCH
REPAIRING
EFFICIENT

LAUNDRY SERVICE

PROMPT and

• CHANGE OIL

DRY (LEANING

COURTEOUS SERVICE

• DRAIN and CLEAN THE RADIATOR
• CHECK BATTERY
• FILL UP With GOOD GULF GASLINE

YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR

MAYFIELD HIGHWAY

FULTON, KY.

AND NOW HAM A GOOD STI3 OF JEEPS
WITH A COMPLETE LINE OF PARTS
AND ACCESSORIES.
We nnw have with us Mr. J. II. Eudv, former owner and operator of the Stanndard Service Station on Lake Street, who
has taken over our WASHING, GREASING and STFAM
CLEANING DEPARTMENT.
We contniue to offer you Experienced Automobile and Body
Shop Repairs, Goodyear Tires and Tubes, Southern and Exide
Batteries, Automotive Parts, Gas and, Oils, and 24-Hour Road
and Wrecker Semler.*

Cash and Carry Service
—Your Patronage Is Always Appreciated.

You are invited to visit us for the best service and for reason.
able prices.

R. M. KIRKLAND

PARISIAN

SALES AND SERVICE

JEWELER

LAUNDRY-CLEANERS

00.111.1.111110,$$$$$ D

k

ee sa e
DIAMONDS

POLSGROVE

Willys-Overland Jeeps

MAIN 8T.

FULTON, EY.

Phone

JONES4 GROOMS
Located at Rear of Reldridge's 5-10c Store, Rash of Lake Street.
PHONE 713

PHONE MRS
Owned and Operated by Kelly M. Jones and J. L. (DUI) Grooms

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
'Tis said that the present generation is much slower in paying
their bills than the last—we suppose at different times of the month we're of different generations.
With the record grapefruit crop
,..oming along—a little squirt will
q• it big thing.

AL

--TREMOLO
Invisible Ear-Piece
Tiny, tiny TELEX brings you back to
the world of sounds clearly heard And
TELEMOLD
Irides your
secret.

THE AMERICAN WAY

WHAT PRICE STRIKES!
By Maurice R. Franks
One! Two! Three strikes! You're
out—at the old ball game — buit it
takes only one strike and you're
"out' at your bread and butter
game--the old job.
Strikes have played a big part in
Mi-srican history. The Boston Tea
Party was the original strike of the
American people again.st persecution. We know its results were
beneficial. That strike was a revolt of an indignant people against
siver-eas tyrant that was levying taxation without representali. Tbst strike had overwhelmpublic opinion behind it. UnJess labor sti ikes of today likewise
'as e public backing. union labor
cannot succeed.
The order of the day is to orgI .
:mut! industry in all its branches;

CAGLE & SON
Furnaces Vacuum
Cleaned
Plumbing and Heating
Stoker Service
AUGUST F. WILSON
:113 Sycamore St.
Phone 283-W
Slurray, Ky.

206 Church St.
Phone 399

START CHICKS RIGHT
ON CORND CHICK MASH

—for the benefit of no one but the for safeguarding our atomic bomb 1 The hopes of a tax-ridden peosecret. In fact. American Coalition ple rest on' the will of Congress to
racketeers.
They are as highly organized in stands 100 per cent for America ' do the job.
labor oday as they formerly were and the. American people, and it - The American system of free
in the liquor business. Then they does not wander all over the lot economy can and must be successhad their gun men or "take-you- with arguments to defend its cause. ful.
for-a-ride" lieutenants; today they
have their highly trained organized to fight one another.
ers who have ben forming labor
When men organize into groups unions so rapidly that it is almost
LA AND Cl/
for collective betterment, they impossible to keep count of them.
formed
unions
these
are
sooner
No
should mee periodically to thoroughly discuss their problems and than another department of these
1,1.1 then'
tions. Those are the .•azketeers goes into action, he agp-inciplus of organization. As- iators whose business is to stir up
s siatloas and unions representing trouble, where none has previousth epartners of industry cannot ex- ly existed, between workers and
to live unless they operate employers, for the sole purpose of
their affairs beneficially to each "pulling" a strike.
These agitators are smooth and
other, independent of political, religious and racial preudices. Thsiir shrewd. They escape the detection
activities must be unbiased, un- of the unwary. Their actions are
so cleverly smoke-screened that
selfish and truly American.
In 1933 we repealed the 18th very few workers suspect the agAmendinent. That was a strike of itators of their evil intent until the
the American people. We expressed iruits of their labors have culminour indignation against the boot- ate in a strike.
Union members must .cleansc
legger and booze-racketeer. Vv'e had
put up long enough with a hypo- their unions of this destructive type
Titieal situation and decided the of leadership. The unscrupulps
arrived to eliminate it. -so-called" labor leaders who "pull"
We did wipe out the racketeer men off the job so promiscuously,
liquor business, but we failed to causing destitution, hatred and inget rid of all the liquor racketeers. tolerance, must be cast out. Many
They still exist and are still play.- workers plready have learr.ed that
ing their trade. but not in the liq- strikes do not pay. Unless there
uor business. They are boolegging comes a change in leadership of
labor. Yes, many of the liquor many unions, the day is not far
racketeers stepped from the ranks away when all workers will be
of liquor into the ranks of labor, wondering, "What Price Strikes-''
and are now trying to run the labor
movement on the same basis as
"A .cup of shortentig, two cups of flour. and one cup of Fulton Rae
— AMERICAN COALMON
they ran the illicit liquor business
Milk. I want to make a cake."
There is one oriLnization with
headquarters in . Washington thpt
iccurate
never lets up in suport of old and
principles.
WORKMANSHIP
established American
At Low Cost John D. Trevor, president of the
Society recently reminded his memWatches Clocks and Time
bers that when he appeared before
!leer- of All Kinds Aceurstethe Senate Committee on Banking
iy Repaired at Low Cost bv—
and Currency 'in opposition to the
ANDREWS
British loan that he denounced the
J %VELA Y COMPANY
whole proposition. Now, he adds,
the British Government is uniioubtedly using some of that money in buying conhumer goods from
Argentina.
The Coalition group conntinues to
urge effective investigations by the
Government of all un-American acOreomulsion relieves promptly be- tivities. This broadens into deto the seat of the
cause it goes
be
trouble to help oem and expel germ manding that Communists
laden phlegm and ald nature to soothe barred from any recognition in the
VOU get more than a fire or casualty
bronchial
Inflamed
tender
end heel raw,
affairs of the Americsm GovernI insurance policy when you buy from
membranes. Ten your
= ment.
dn
you a bottle of Creoomision
Coalitionists oppose sothis agency. In addition, yea obtain this
the wedersteudlut you must Ube the called "World Government." Natlifetime services of a trained profession*/
we,It!OW alleys the cough or you
are bsveyour showy beet
urally, this Americom institution
man--ekilled in protecting business and the
Navy
Army,
heartily supports the
i
S
s
.
ER EOat
You maks a friend who will
individual.
and Merchant Marine, and it calls
represent pier interests is the setthng of a
claim. You meet a neighbor, familiar with
the problems of your community, who gives
guidance to your personal and business
acquaintances. And you obtain the peace
of mind that comes with a well-planned
insurance program. That's why it pays to
buy insurance thrccugh

exceute labor (the employers) with
their various associations, and manual labor (the workers) with their
These associations and
unions.
unions should have as their main
objectives the task of improving
conditions. They were not organiz-

I

i

HERE'S WHY ff PAYS

Beware Cou

It takes such a
little bit for

To Buy In.surance Front

from common co

That Hang On

such a bi4 job!

REED BROS.FEED CO.
Corno Feeds & Seed & Seed Cleaning
Phone 620 — LOCATED by FREIGHT DEPOT
Fulton, Kentucky

turZr

10 N

COW
SUFFERERS!
en

fatuous. PtTsnritgief"TP.
666. for super-speed, rel.(
f roni cold Miseries. Try 166
Cold Tablets. or.
Cold
Liquid
666
Prepare tion today •
Caution - Use only
es directed.

Atkins Insurance Agency

40

SPRINCr IS
SUIT SEASON!
The Spriag Suit season is on
its way— those balmy days
y ou'll

when

want to look

fashion-right Without a Coat.

March 1st

When a husband talks in his
sleep and still gives no secrets
away, you might call it a triumph of mind over mutter.

31st

the war is over, we still have nearly a
ALTHOUGH
in training in the United States,
uniform,
men in

million
-security
as occupation forces in Europe and' Japan, as
throughtroops and technicians in out-of-the-way places
out the world. They need the Red Crew.
hospiThousands of once sound fighting men lie in our
Crow.
Red
the
need
They
facilities.
tals and veterans
strike
Floods, fires, explosions and similar disasters
ror.r.
RedC
the
need
victimx
Their
oomewhere almost daily.
Those who need, get. Those who can, give.

Support The Red Cross During Its Drive, March

I to 31

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

We're ready to help you greet
Spring

with

a

brand-new

array of softly tailored suits.
You'll like their smart detail-

"How's your home-building coming along?" "Fine," said the
man. "I've got a roof over my
head, a mortgage over everything, and a spare room for the

ing, their vibrant, new-season
colors.

Stop in

and

select

your Spring Sult now.

sheriff."
1st Mrs.: "Were you excited
when you first asked your husband for money?"
2nd Mrs.: "Oh, no. I was calm
—and collected."
And if you want to feel calm
and collected, come here for
your gas, oil, and lubrication.
Your car will like it—and so
will vou.

$19.50

$24•95
$26.50

THE
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*TIDBITS

geographies did raot fist.' Besides!CLEAN MILK STAWTS
that, nearly every. family has relaWITH CLEAN UTENSILS
tives in Detroit • tacceated on the
-OTHER LITTLE CHILDREN
first syllable) and has, therefore,
Clean dairy utensils are essenFOR SALE
DIXIE better HOG
traveled that tar. Merely going - to
-On goes the river
tial in producing high quality milk
FEEDS — 15 '0 complete ration,
Stat--won
a
half
hour's
the county
And out past the mill,
for market.
20% pig and sow, 34 and 40%
trip at besS—Is Ao longer a thing to
Away down the valley,
Tests have shown that milk hansupplements — meal or pellets.
brag about.
Away down the hill;
dlded in clean utensils will. have
ManY Dixie supplement feeders are
-Away down the river,
The thing that made me feel about 6,000 bacteria per cubic
cengetting $3.50 per bushel for their
A hundred mi,les or more,
small is that no one generation that timeter while milk under the same
corn by feding 6 bushels and 50
Fidelity
Other little children
used
up
all
of
at
ever lived
condition in dirty utensils will
pounds of 40% supplement and
Shall bring my boats ashe e." its appeal. Right at the edge of the have
73,000 bacteria per cubic cenproducing 100 pounds of pork —
I hope that these familiar lines village today is an arm of Kentucky timeter.
figure for yourself. When better
of
water
expanse
that
Lake,
an
OF
Bacteria causes milk and cream
rations are made Dixie will make from A CHILD'S GARDEN
VERSES will bring many a ia-agrant would have made my eyes bulge spoilage arid the producer who is
them: 'Get it at A. C. Butts &
memory to you who head tnis, when I was a child. The hills re- careless in the methods of milk
Sons.
whether you were reared on Stev- main, so wooded that ,s actually productiqn will suffer financially,
FOR SALE—Your DeKalb Hybrid enson's charming child poet as or seems that only small areas have say Extension dairy and marketing
Seed Corn Ls in the hands of the came to know it when yuur WVII been cleared. Other boys can and specialists.
dealer. First hundred customers children were at the age a hea they will find happiness in rowing ths,e
To be properly cleaned and sterreceive free a package of Hybrid wanted you to read to them. They same woods or in hunting on fall llized, it is important that dairy
Sweet Corn. Cecil Burnette, Ful- have come back forcefulas to me in nights for 'coons and 'possums. If utensisl be constructed of a smooth
these days when I have Peen read- they come on paths that I made, non-corrosive material. Rusty and
ton, Route I.
4tp.
ing to my little granddaughter fro.n why should they know? Why badly dented equipment should not
FOR SALE--Fine Violin, in A-1 the rather .badly-used copy cf Stev- should any 'dead past hamper the be used. Utensils with cracks or
perfect condition. $80. Mrs. Cecil enson that served its time a quarter living present? Poetry of a higner broken seams cannot be properly
Burnette. Fulton, Route 1.
2tp of a century ago, when mal daugh- order has been written about these cleaned. They are a source of many
ter was being introduced to these same small hills, but few of the bacteria in Milk.
FOR FULLER BRUSHES-- Call
people who climb them know any.
immortal child rhymes.
Cleaning, sterilizing, and drying
21-J or write Mrs. I.
Jeffress,
indicated that thing about it. The actual poetry is are three essential steps in proper
my
last
essay
I
In
Crutchfield, Ky.
4tp
poignant
to
the
there,
just
as
still
Fidelity is able to take of itself,
care of dairy utensils stressed by
FOR SALE--Fine blulding lots even though it, like all other little inhabitants as to any one who was dairydairy specialists.
in Highlands. Box 485, Fulton, Ky. villages, has lost most of its self- eve.- able to express it in wards.
I suppose that it is a human failsufficiency. If I were a selfish codRECIPE OF THE WEEK
CORN BUYERS WANTED—Truckger, I would be alarmed because ing that we would like to patent
ers, the next time you are in
things dO not follow the same pat- the very air we breathe, especizaDon't forget dried lima beans
IllinnoLs loking fo rcorn or other
tern in Fidelity that they used to ly if we had discovered some of its when you paint mid-winter menus.
grains, stop at the F. F. Yakey
when I was young. The small hills rare qualities. I am glad that I do A hearty food, lima beans make a
Elevator at Strasburg, Ili., for your
that used to shut in our little world not have any patent on Fidelity air., good main-dish for supper or lunch,
return load. Strasburg is eighteen
and beyond which we went as to I hope that it will be as invigorat- say home economists at the UK Colmiles north of Effingham on Route
the ends of the ea-ih, the bound- ing to future lungs as it was to lege of Agriculture and Home Fx32. Terms Cash--write for prices.
as perman- lune long ago mixed with the onomics.
aries that used to seam
We also quote delivered prices. 4tp
aad our system gravelly soil in the old graveyard
ent as old
Lima Beam Casserole
LOST-1 white-faced heifer, be- cf. social life, haae ceased to be and to other lungs that still breathe
2 cups dried lirna beans, large
undaries at al' and ara hardly the air elsewhere. Columbus distween Pilot Oak and Dukedom. WL
size
Vail step on covered America, I often remind
tea lbs. Notify Thomas L. Brooks, onsiclered as e-:
1 small onion
my
students,
but
he
didn't
and
oac:
the
starter
ii
last
hill
tit
Mayfield, Route 1.
2 tablespoons fat
iifteen ar •%\ it% minutea. with couldn't have had any greater joy
2 cups diced smoked ham, bolFOR SALE--High class Jacks and
in his discovery than I have had,
necessa •.
ing oat
to.
ogna or spiced meat
Jennets. Dille v Jack Farm, Anna, g;- to giv, e 'arts riaittr
though I came four hundred years
2.cups tomatoes
EL, Route 2.
2tp om as he 02S
later.
And
Fidelity
is
another
world
p the v
teaspoon salt
iii•igh road. In
comait.•1- a, five that will need to be constantly re1 1-2 tablespoons ptepared musUNLIMITED FUTURE with well•it:.. :Is mach a! ..-• discovered.
.tor
tard
established company. An expanding
•.
w ,o t3-.4 to live there
2 teaspoons worcestershire sauce
market caused by overwhelming a .
'for wider 1 orizans.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
- if desired
public acceptance necessitates ap- Many of the things that I wished
Soak the lima beans in water over
pointment of consultant for Fulton for are theirs to enjoy or to reject,
and adjacent counties. This is your and they - seem to show about as
"Man" is the subject of the les- night. Sinuner in the smile water
opportunity to become a semipro- much joy in rejecting them as in son-sermon to be read in 'all Chris- until tender. then drain. Brown the
fessional businessman with exclus- accepting them. Many a family hes tian Science Churches on Sunday, sliced onion in the fat and add to
beans. Add all other ingredients and
ive territory. Yearly earning possi- allowed the high schuol to cone and March 9, 1947.
bility of $5,000.00 or naore. You need stay without ever graduating any
The Golden Text is from Rom- place in casserole. Bake in moderonly car and approximately $1,500 of its members, though it i3 com- ans: As many as are led by the ate oven 1 hour.
Menti: Lima bean casserole, butcapital. Write Box 581, Murray. :neadable in hosts of my formai. ac- Spirit of God, they are the sons of
tered carrots, cabbage and apple
‘Kentucky.
lt quaintances that they. have given God.
The public fs cordially invited salad, cornsticks, butter and ginVETERINARY SER'V10E-- Call their children everything &sit tlae
to attend our church services and gerbread with whipped cream.
AIM, Owl Drug Co. Ask for Dr, newer times offered. It is a muchtraveled group of people tnat 3ou to use the reading room.
Cherry.
SAFETY IN THE AIR 4/
see now in Fidelity, especially since

CLASSIFIED APS

Subscribe to THE NEWs:

the war is over and boys have come
back from places that even our old

Thousands of years ago few people ever got /bore than 80 miles
away from home during a lifetime.
In those days traveling was done
on fot or on the back of a domestic
animal. Now, see how we go-i-on
land and water, and through the
skies.
"The Greatest Story Ever Told,"
broadcast over the
nationwide
chain of the American Broadcasting Company every Stmday night
is very significant, and it looks as
though this new Goodyear program
may play an important part in
checking the spread of Communism
and the tendency of countries and
individuals in thinking of material
things and selfish interests rather
than performing a service and recognizing the obligations that go
with opportunities.
This "Greatest Story Ever Told"
is being presenter by the Goodyear
Rubber Company without commercial advertising and the very, first
broadcast was what we newpapermen might call "a knockout"—
rkipping atop of the word "success."
Clergymen of all denominations,
Sunday School teachers, laity, just
plain businessmen and religious educators did not need to be informed
that the program related to the life
of our Great Master, to whom people in trouble and sorrow, -appeal
in the critical moments of their
lives.
And it does not lessen the glory
of the ONE PERSON to speak of
the reverence paid to the memory
of the Father of Our Country on his
birthday. He was a human being
with spiritual vision.
Nearly 2,000 years ago ONE Leader made such an impression on the
hearts of humanity throughout the
World that His power has increased down thorugh the centuries.
No wonder that there is a poptilar
demand among church folks of every creed to bring this program.
"The Greatest Story Ever Tolti,"
td:the listening attention of all Sunday sehOol piipiat throughout the
country.

A-1 CLEANING SERVICE
WE have opened our.new cleaning pLuit at 215 CHURCH
STREET.ord will be pleased to serve you.
PROMK CAREFUL SERVICE THAT WILL BRING OUT
THE BEST IN ALL OF YOUR CLOTHES.
TELEPHONE 906

A-1 CLEANERS
VERNON AND MAUD HURLBEET, Owners

BEAUTY FOR YOUR BEDROOM
BRING the bright cheerful beauty of Spring into

your

Bed-

room Invest in a complete new Bedroom Sulte--or a few
sissetly ,Se*signed pieces from our econorny priced, wide selec-

tions. Our Bedrootn Furniture, like all our pierce, is of quality
erafteusanship. See them today.

Exchange Furniture

LASTING IMPRESSIONS

e4.

New hilding-207 Church SL
4

Every heart that has beat strong
andc heerfully has left a hopeful
impulse behind it in the world,
and betered the *edition of mankind —Stevens:on

Publicity redently given to accidents on the airlines of the United States and elsewhere in the
world has created the impression
that flying is more dangerous than
ever before.
This is a mistaken impression.
The safety record for 1946, according to W. Averell Harriman, Secretary of Commerce, was forty per
cent better than that for 1945.

NEW LABOR LEGISLATION
One thing is certain: A new
program of Federal labor legislation intended to create sensible
cooperation between labor arid
management
based on ending
strikes, particularly against the
Government and against public
health and safety, as well as jurisdictional strikes and secondary
boycotts and use of force and violence, will be enacted by Congress this year. Too much tomfoolery has been going on for
years. The turn of the tide began
with those spankings of John L.
Lewis and the coal miners. Con-

gress is convinced that the wage
earners 9f the country are about
ready to'i toss over their bosses.
They have learned • that useless
strikes deplete the financial. resourceS of the 3.,vorkers. and their
familia and create lossees in wages that. •cannot• .be recovered is
menths and years.
There are a lot of signs in the
skies that iliditate Itigh improvements in the mentality of'the
American people. And those signs
clearly indicate that eniployers
and emploYees are ready to abandon strikes, and give collective
bargaining and other programs a,
fair trial.

YOUrda 4e/AP

The regulations which forbid the sale of alcoholic beverages to minors are important.
Kentucky's Alcoholic Beverage Industry is
whole-heartedly in favor of such regulations_
Nobody wants a return to the unwholesome.
conditions of Pruhibitiou days.
During Prohibition nobody asked:
"How old are you?"
Then, the only question Wa8:
"Do you have enough money?"
We can best protect our young people by preserving our present Legal Control set up. Violations of control regulations shot/1cl be reported
to authorities.
Legal Control is a law-abiding syst hi -Let's
keep it that way.'
KENTUCKY BREWERS DISTILLERS II DISTRIBUTORS

One of Kentucky's Valuable and Historical.1V1ustries

Contrary to muth opinion, the
church is a plpace for sinners, not.
a rendezvous for saints.

JACK'S

FURNITURE

REPAIR & CABINET
SHOP
All

Types

Doors

and

Cabinets,
Windows

Screen
Made.

Broken Furniture Repaired. Work
Guaranteed.

Inquire at Fulton Electric &
Furniture Co.

Phone 100

Shoe
Repairin4
For lonvr • year, more comfort
and healthier feet let WILSON'S
repair your shoes,
Service while you wait or one
day serv;ee.

WILSON'S
Shoe Shop
Corner Third and Fourth
Fulton, Kentucky.

COO/A1'M
Biggest year of telephone
expans:on for 1947
l'elephone folks have their sleeves rolled
up high! They are in the thick of activity.
1947 plans call for the biggest, fastest
expansion and improvement protram in
our history in Kentucky. It is expected

that $8,973,000 vvill be required for this
program and thousands of miles of additional long distance circuits will be needed.
Plans also call for the installation of
63,500 now telepbones—plus enlargements
of local and long distance central coMcs
facilities and constructioo of new buildings and building additfons. A year of
espansion--more and befter service for yen
... COMING UPI

Southern Bd Telephone aW Tapp!' Compay
!NCO'PORATI8

Oiro,

-maw.

..•••

mime
wage
about
rossea.
iseless.
al retheir
n waied
in the
proveof'the
kilns
loyers
abanIective
Elms at
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OUR TROUBLED NATION

at its saviors while the British EmRECIPE OF THE WEEK
Advertising Pays hi The News--farm & home paperpire rocks on its foundations. Lots
Even when sugar becomes more
of
people don't like the Jews, but plentiful, this recipe for
All the wealth and resources ):
cookies
the United States Government and they are human beings llke the. will remain a favorite. Molasses
its people svere thrown into the rest of us. Quite naturally we are and grated sweet potato combine
World War, and the victory was seineierned about their
welfasi, with a little sugar for sweetening.
won by America. Since the war'a while at the same time we show Cookies should be stored in a tightend there have been very few hoes sbft we are in our efforts to ly covered container, say home
—TO RE HELD—
agreements among the Nations of Itailisli food and relief to Corm- economists at the UK College of
the World that have promoted bet- any, Japan and other recept ene- Agriculture and Home Economics.
ter condition.s. An old English pro- mies.
Sweet Potato Cookies
Our ewn.high costs of living, inverb says that ''straws show which
1-2 cup fat
way the wind blows." The wind creased rates of taxation, and the
1-4 cup sugar
BEGINNING AT 10:00 A, M.
blows bad smells! Communist Rus- multiplying ef expenses in running
1 egg
—AT THE-sia is abusive, insulting and it is Federal, State and local govern1-2 cup molasses
ments
have produced what amounts
creating possibilities of a third
1 cup grated raw sweet potato
4.4
4g4(
World War. As one looks over all to a crisis in America's domestic
1 teaspoon grated orange rind
the complications there is nothing affairs. Nevertheless, we tolerate
2 cups sifted flour
W
ONE MILE WEST OF PIERCE STATION
hinxiful to be found in the present Communists, and the methods the
About thn tome of
1-2 teaspoon salt
Imo, you miry
Communisst use to weaken the
situation.
1-2 teaspoon soda
The following described property will be sold at Public Auetismo•
thinking about nftg
economic structure of the United
1 teaspoon baking powder
No one could imagine that World
SP•ing clothing km'
States.
1-2 teaspoon ginger
th•
War ll would result in such wholeN you find
1 Model H John Deere Tractor, in extra good condition, equipped.williar
Yon mewl carp cash
1-4 cup sour milk or buttermilk
Our Government is assuming
sale tragedies that our present
Cultivator, Plow and Disc.
ammo* for a promo;
Cream
together
the
the
fat
leadership
and
sugin
a 19-nation trade
inonthly pension bill would reach
friondly loon
1
Good
12-Disc Harrow
1 Good 1-Horse Cotton Planter
ar,
add
egg
'".y.
and beat thorn 13
$1,201.000,000; which is 100 times conference in Geneva. Just what
1 Good Walking Cultivator
1 Good Double Shovel
as much as the pension rates after! this conference can do that will I Ad molasses, sweet potato whvIi 1 John Deere Corn Planter
1 McCormick Mower
be to the benefit of the United I was grated just before using, and 1 Good 2-Horse Plow
the first World War.
3 Good Fresh Milk Cows
States has not been explained by orange rind. Sift together the rest 1 Good 1-Horse Maar
2 Good Cows to be fresh soon
And just reecently foreign Bri-1
7 Calves, weighing 400 lbs. eadk
anybody. Our President says that of the dry ingredients. kid alter- 1 Good Section Harrow
2 Good 1-Horse Harrows
tish Secretary Bevin issued a nasty I
1 Sow and Nine Pigs
nately
with
milk
to
sweet
the
potato
Geneva
gathering
will
seek
to
2 Five-Shovel 1-Horse Plows
LOAN CORPORATION_
1 Sow and 10 Pigs
statement saying that the effort of'
reinove barriers to a "thriving mixture. Mix well and droo from
the United States to transfer 100,2
Good
Work
Horses,
7
and
8
years
old
teaspoon
a
onto
a
greased baking
World trade.'' Take that promise
000 Jews to the Holy Land was a
apart and you will find that the sheet. Bake in a moderately hst 75 Barrels of Good Yellow Corn
political trick of the United States
Hull Trade Treaties with foreign oven, 375 degrees, about 15 minutes About 50 Etales
of Good Jap and Grass Hay
Government. Thus, England snarls
nations have produced lower tar- or until a golden brown.
Lots
of
Other
Items
Too Nuinerous To Mention
Menu:
Canned meat baked with
iffs for European goods and merchandise, and the child of this stu- potatoes, onions and carrots, cabpid arrangement is Free Trade un- bage slaw, biscuits, butter and
cookies with fruit sauce.
der a false name.
Lend-Lease
and
Government
One profitable farm crop for
loans will never be repaid. Our
CHAS. W. BURROW, Auctioneer
sunken ships and the disappear- which quotas will never be assignance of our boats from the high ed is a crop of good ideas
seas are our loss. Our efforts to
make the "World Safe for Democracy" is an old slogan. in the diSSPRING MAGIC FOR YOUR WALLS
card.
Slagle room beauty can be yours if you come here for your
But we still cling to the tradi205 Commercial Ave. Phone 401
New Wallpapers. Whatever your taste, you'll find artistic pertion and doctrine that Uncle Sam
fection in our many low coat, quality papers. Let us help you
can drawl out of any kind of a
plan sering magic l'or your walls today.
Appliances, Wirnlg, Sporting
hole. May that dream come true?
Goods, Radio Repairing
EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.
REQUIREMENTS FOR
Located in New Building-207 Church St.
HIGH CORN YIELDS
Howard Strange, Electrician

1LJEILIC SALE

Thursday, March 13th.
Charlie Evans Home

Charlie Evans, Owner'

CITY ELECTRIC CO

Flats
N1 anted
Looking for

flats. that

are

just the right price? We have
them-- ready for inunediate
occupancy! See these and the

. Five steps in producing high
yields of corn as set out by the
University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture and Home Economics
in announcing :this year's "corn
derby," are as follows:
1. The wise selection of the land
(proper land tree).
2. The supplying of abundant
plant food (soil-building shinerpies.)
3. The conservation of water and
proper drainage (water 'management).
4. The use
adapted hybrids
(oog seedU—
(good seed).
5. The importance of the right
plant population.
WATCH .YOUR PILLS

many other casual styles now
featured in our 'tore.

Stop

in today.

FRY SHOE STORE
Lake Street

Fluton, Ky.

The reason why the newspapers
carry so many sensational articles'
about death from overdoses of
sleeping pills is explained by the'
United States Bureau of Statistics.'
There are more than enough 431
these "sleep producing drugs" being manufactured in the United
States to put every man, woman ,
and child 121 the United States a- 1
sleep every night for two weeks; I
or to put more than five million !
persons to sleep every night for a I
year. One high official in the Unit-,
ed States Food and Drug Adminis-I
tration says: "Of course you can't'
stop suicide by law, and you can't
stop people from taking drugs to
put them to sleep."
The trouble with sleeping pills
is that individuals forrn the habit
of taking them—and they don't
take them wcording to ttie doctor's
orders—and that is the reason why
so many of them wind up in the
cemetety.
NOT DESIGNED TO PREVENT
WAR

Your Laundry Man
Is Your Friend
YOU couldn't have a more reliable friend and servant than
your PARISIAN laundry man. He's on hand every rweek to
piek up your bundle—and he returna it clean and fresh in almost no time at all. Once you've sampled the extra leisure)
_and the amazing savangs--yeall always greet the PARISIAN
MAN with a smile. Plume 14 foe a piek-up today.

,PARISTAN
„Laundry & Cleaners

l_q_KrUCKY

4€0 SEED

Ham Etheridge, Radio Technician

SEE US NOW FOR HOME-GROWN U. S. 13 CERTIFIED SEM
CORN—ORDERS BEING TAKEN FOR SPRING DELIVERY

Mansfield Martin
A. W. McClellan

Alimmommilak.
r
WE RAKE
YON1-111.0
II/4010
SING
IRE
NEW

Middleton Store, Lower Bottom.

CHAS.E. WRIGHt,Route 1, Fulton,Ky.

NOW OPEN ON REELFOOT
THE NEW AND MODERN

WAGONWHEEL IN

FOR FLAWLESS
TONE
If You're a music-lover, you demand a radii° with flawless tone.
You can have perfetc reception
with your present radio--if you.
let us check it tor occasional re- t
pairs. Dos'e just wish for radio I
perfection—call us today.

Located 1 mile East of Tipt,,n%
on.' I iglmaN,
21, Reelfoot La',.e.

We Cate'r to 1;anquets.
and Private Parties__

K. O. Kirker, r'rop.

ROPER ELECTRIC
& FURNTTUU CO.
324 Wahnat St.

DEALERS—Ky. Hdw. & Impl. Co., Fulton, Ky.
A. C. Butts & Sons, Fulton, Reed Bros. Mill, Fulton.
J. J. Cruce Grocery, Cayoe; Pickett Grocery, Hickman; and

Tiptonville, Tenn., Route 1

1Phone 907

111111111111111111111111111111111
UNCLE HANK SEZ •
PEOPLE Doter GO rismtm'
JES' tOS 'THEY UKE
10 FISI-1--THE PLANNIN'
ON GOIN' AN' TH'TALKIN
ASOUT rt API-ER 114Ekti
GIE-T SACK IS INC EST'
PA

Representative Gerald W. Landis
of Indiana, wants an international
agreement to remove compulsory
military ery1c,, "from the polkics
and practices of all nations."
His resolution recites the determination of the American people to
make proper provisions for their
security and that it has become
necessary to consider compulsory I
U.,......
CO
military service as a permanent
but, because of the restrictions that
it would place over the lives and i The best part about bringing your
activities of our people, the Repre- ,clothes to the QUALITY CLEANsentative is anxious to avoid the ERS is ho v beautiful they look
when they're returned. We're not
nessiestty for such service.
Mr. Landis makes the point that Faultless, but we DO claim to do
comPulsory military service "hats e#erything that fine equipment,
never prevested war." This is
, pets ',careful attention, and consummate
fectiy,
??to one that'we knoW skill cant contribute to the beauty
of cOntends that cotiyulsory mill+ , and long life of fine
tan, srevice will prevent war. it
is dtielgried to prepere ta nation feir
war if it beconies unavoidable. It
%Oil 1114,4
is not a guarantee that there will
Ot'
• • • -rlit5
be no war.

I

Order BABY CHICKS
now for early delivery

'
EARLY CIEICICS are usually the best layers and money sadlessi
—Deal wait, so place your orders sea for early chativary—

Next Hatf,h 04 Soon,

aultofi HatcheN
STATE LINZ ST.

PHONE 423

FULTON, NIL
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THE PROFIT-LOSS SYSTEM
of a chance Of pridit commen‘lrSomeone has asked me to try ate with the risk involiLid, in order
'lief!), to define the "Profit Sys- I to induce them to invest their
tem." It can't be done because (:avings.
PUBLISHED EVERY FRLDAY
there never has been any such
The advocates of the various sosystem, is not now, nor ever will cialistic systems decry the huge
Chiropractor
Entered as second class matter June
be. There is, however, a Profit profits made under what they call
28, 1933, at the post office at FulWhether you want to purchase
ton, Ky., under the act of March 3 and Loss System, with which we the "Profit System." They pick
City National Bank Bldg
or list Real Esti,* for sale, it
are all familiar—one that entaid out the few instances where big
1879.
will pay you to see us.
both an opportunity for profit and profits have been made; say nothOBITUARIES. Card of Thanks, a chance of loss. It is true that ing of the much more numerous
°Mee Hours: $ to 12 and 2 to 5
CITY AND FARM
Business Notices and
Political men engage in business hoping to small profits. They are very mum
Cards charged at the rates speci- make a profit, but,' unfortunately, about the losses; completely tonAnd by appointment
PROPERTY
fied by advertising department.
their hopes are not always real- gue-tied regadring the big losses.
Plasmatic Therapy
Subscription rates radius of 20 ized, and all too often there is Zealous crusaders for impractical
reforms ever are prone to paint
miles of Fulton $1.50 a year. Else- loss instead.
Electrical Treatments
Profit in industry is what is left only one side of the picture--they
where $2.00 a year,
Realtor
after materials, labor, taxes and I cite onkly one part of the facts.
PHONE 97
Over New Fulton Bank
all other expenses have been paid. , This brings me back to what was
Telephone 1911
it represents a reward for human said at the outset—there is no such
1Subscribe to THE NEWS!
imagination, planning, skill and ithing as a "Profit System." That
hard work. Loss is the deficit that is a misnomer, just as inaccurate
arises bec
.
ause the planning has as referring to the dual personalbeen faulty, or insufficient skill ity of Dr. Jeckyll and Mr. Hyde by
READJUSTMENT
has been exercised, or there has only one of the names. The right
or a name of this splendid system Is
Despite all poverty and distress not been enough hard
PROFIT AND LOSS System. In
throughout the Nation there are cilmbination of all three.
misnaming it. we only lend enEven whe:: tia...e is a profit_not
still many 'prosperous bluebloods
couragement to its defamers—those
ivho give magnificent receptions
of it van ue ;iaid in dividends
critics who either are sublimely
and cccktail partieS. They pull off to the m‘ ners. A portion must be I
ignorant about losses or are not
these "shows" to prove that they set aside to replace worn out tools;1
fair •enough to mention them.
•
another cortm
to buy additional'
are It.
The big city hotels that have machinery so that more workers'
A nand loader said the popular
been crowded to capacity in recem can be employed; unother 'portion
music band musicians don't make
down, and Are as ram:: day insurance ih order
years have sloweci
.
%writ they should— row, if he
taking prt:tty good care of the that the business can be carried ori
means what we thin!:—Oh! Broand
workers
kept
employed
(luring
traveling public, Restaurants have
'her, he'sZ-right!
unproiitable
periods
of
operation.
gone through the transition period
After, these necessary and wise
and are now able to furnish more
real food and less substitutes. A mOisures-are taken, the balance of
reliable survey shows that general the profit can be paid to owners or
WE FIX
, merchandise stores throughout (h.: stockholders in cash diVidends.
1
country art: doing 10 per cent less These, in 'effect, are rent or interI husiness than they did a rev/ est on the capital of those who
by special ability, hard work and
!months ago.
iiself.clenial
have accumulated savAND'
One serious condition is found in
t ings and invested them to launch
I the fc.ct that people on small sal-,
operate the industry or busi:tries are having trouble to make ,and
ness.
AMP
ands meet. On the other side of the
When such savings are invested.
counter many concerns continue to
there is no guarantee they will
WITH NEW
SCIENTIFIC
hold up wartime prices while tens
earn a profit—in fact, no assurold-time
business
of
of thousands
ance that *the investor will not lose
houses are getting back to normal.
part or all of his savings. That is
say
that
production
The prophets
our quarrel with the "planned
ion all kinds of manufactured goods economists"— according
to them,
is increasing and sortages are be- everybody is supposed
to win all
•:ig. whittled down. You do not of the time. This
just can't be
need to be clairvc,yant to discovei done. The history of
American bus-1
the fact that production is increas- iness shows that the
The Scientific Mineral Surface
number of
Costing that was used to control
ing everywhere, and that prices failures has greatly
exceeded the!
water seepage and dampsoesa in the
remain about the same. But. as successes, that
at the new •
there is more than I
Maginot Line when other metered'
manufacturers and dealers replenfailed!
an even chance the investor will!
ished their stock-piles and take
Aquella is used inside or outside ...
!ose p.irt or all when he invests'
above or below ground on porous
new
business,
there
will
be
care of
his savings.
masonry
surfaces, such as
natural tendency for prices lo
Even ,.g.-hen the investor does
decrease and competition to stif- make a
Mak
CONCRETE.
DONT WIIKNIT
profit on his invested savAMICOM11 MM. PVCCO
fen.
ings, at best, it will amount to only
allIPir IMAM
There is still a huge shortage of a small annual return, while at the
.Located at the Downey-Flake Donut Shop
Call us tor an asthma*.
.4
new building materials. The idea same time he takes the risk of
on Lake Street
that every family must have a losing 100 per cent of his investADAM•5 & LOWE, Inc.
new house seems to be subsiding. ment. At the race track, a gambler
due in a small way to an increase betting on a horse at even money
Delicious Cherry Ice Crean'
of desirabel quarters at fairly de- really takes no more _risk of losand Frosted Malted
cent rent.
ing his entire bet, but stands to
So the world goes on, and let us make a quick profit of 100 per
hope that the time is not so far cent, plus a quick return of his
away when we will find a proph- entire investment. Please do not
ecy made in 1920 come true. "Am- Infer that I am holding any brief
erica's present need is not heroics for betting on horses, or that I
but healing; not nostrums but nor- consider business as gambling.
This ice cream is also served at the Brown
malcy." Space permits to recall Nevertheless, investing one's savthat the man who made the speech ings in a business venture does
Derby Cafe in Hi4hlands.
was President Warren G. Harding. entail risk, and men and women
everythateseri
I must have reasonable assurance

Di. I. M. REID

SEE US
FOR REAL ESTATE

J. PAUL BUSHART
Editor and Publisher

I

J. W. HEATH

Female Help
Wanted

BELIEVE IN SIGNS?
An authentic report shows that
at the end of February there are
only 50,000 strikers in the country, a drop from 1,500,000 strikers
a year ago.
Congress is working on this problem and you may be sure there
will be results that will prevent
any high Governrnent official from
switching authority from boards
to commissions, or to special investigators, arbitrators and other
peace-planners,
kind of bogus
named to win the battles for unnecessary strikes.

Subscribe to THE NEWS!
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EXPERIENCED OR INEXPERIEJCED

MA AINE OPERATORS
Apply at the office of

Henry I. Seigel Company

LEAKING WALLS

FOURTH STREET, FULTON, KY.

-CELLAp

Freezer-Fresh
Ice Cream

AQUELLA

*Ooo of Pe hoe nee
//rior ammo el/ American,
moo ...

heed. too lo

die* for tome end hoolopoor
weer.

Poo Lor • Forooes

/or maga41111sag aeasfort eel
oars el weaker ploorepro.

Brown Oerby Bar

5c and

BERTS SHOE STORE
NO Mein

Street, Fatten

10c Cups

a

PLUMBING Contracting
and
Repair Service

,

Swift's Baby uhicks Have
SOMETHING TO CROW ABOUT!
(r,

"I'm NUSIt'Y —
parents

and m y

were husky before

me. Yes„ sir, I'm bred for

We now have 'in stock
plumbing
fixtures
that have been so
scarce. No priority
required. See us for
supplies and installation service.

Ii1411112a1114111liglii41111111111111lIMOrJ11011

vigor, vitality and vim.-

fliAlTHY — Man, can

)0i

itb

I resist diseases. / come from a
flock that is supervised, culled

WITHIN TWO MINUTES, GENERAL ELECTRIC
SCI2:NTISTS TURNED A 3-MILE CLOUD INTO SNO.11
BY DROPPING A FEW POUNDS OF DRY ICE PELLE-S
MOM AN AIRPLANE. THIS DISCOVERY MAY PON\
THE WAY TO STORING UP WATER FOR IRRIGATION
AND POWER PROJECTS.

WAKE UP TO MUSIC

and tested to high standards."

G-E CLOCK - RADIO
AUTOMATICALLY TURNS
ITEELP ON TO WAKE YOU
UP IN THE MORNING.

"I'm HARDY --

By actual te,t, more than 103,000
Swift's Baby Chick• [ ,ade a

•COMMODES •KITCHEN SINKS
•ELECTRIC WATER HEATERS
•DOME WATER HEATERS•BATH TUBS
•LAVATORIES •LAUNDRY SUPPLIES
BUILT-IN KITCHEN SINKS and CABINETS

98 percent livability record
for the first three weeks."

1
11 & B SUPPLY 1
JAMES BRANN, Owner
Plembing—Heating—Electrical Service
I417 Main St. Phone 110 hike, Ky.

Buy your baby chicks at Swift's HatcheryChoice strains of profitable, popular breeds
,..Get your Swift's Baby Chicks early-for an
early-maturing, money-making 1945 flock.

....

•

SWIFT'S HATCHERY
Phone 116 — Fulton, Ky.
•

INCOMES FOR
UFE!
LIFELONG INCOMES:'
BEYOND SOCIAL
SECURITY ARE
PAID UNDER
-

•

AMENDED G-E
• PENSION PLAN.

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

sow
I?
iws that
'ere are
ie counstrikers
is probre there
prevent
fat from
boards
.vial Ind other
&inners,
for un-

VS!
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Let There Be Music
In YOUR HOME
Am.

Hundreds of homes in the territory are in need of
new Radios, Record Players and the latest numbers
in Recordin gs. We have a wide selection, including
the popular • SONORA RADIOS AND RADIORECORD PLAYER COMBINATIONS. You
will find what you want in our musical department.
TAM MORA RI1111407. five
rubes, no aerial or ground
needed. Outstanding tone.
Walnut cabinet.'missal!,
Mkt Ural.cas7se-reed did.

vs57.95

SONORA RADIO, model 176 white plastic, 5tube design
$25.95

Song4Radios
*A?"WOO

SONORA RADIO, model 222, white plastic, 6tube design
$36.95

Woe/

SONORA RADIO, model 209, handsome walnut
finished, in ood, 6-tube set
$41.95

1111•41

In radio, cone,ofcourse, drat's
most important. And for tone:
you think of SONORA, pioneer in
tone engine.ering for over 30
years. Come in lusd heat these"vs
models-then you be the judge.

dam
la •

inert

••••

SONORA RADIO, model 208, beautiful walnut
finished, in wood. 6-tube set
$42.95

,s//

SONORA RADIO AND RECORD PLAYER
combination set
$59.95

SONORA COMBINATION RADIO AND RECORD PLAYER-6-tube radio, with automatic
record changer. A handsome set
$112.95

as

4

SONORA RADIO, model 223, 4-tube batte set,
with battery
$46.95

SONORA RADIO AND RECORD PLAYERwith 12-inch speaker, holds 12 records and
changes them automatically. Beautiful cabinet
of mahogany, 1.vith two record compartments,
priced at
$235.00

ORE

SONORA RECORD PLAYER,single record type,
connects and plays through your radio.
Installed for only
$19.95

THE MUSIC YOU LOVE ON RECORDS
Your favorite music on records can give you permanent listening pleasure. We have the masters
-or the latest waxings of popular music in ourcomplete record stocks. For real record pleasure
see US today.

Hundreds of Values Featured Weekly At Our Store.
'

ARVIN Automatic Electric Iron
$10.65
UNIVERSAL Automatic Electric Iron
11.95
9.69
CAROL Deluxe Presser
TENNESSEE VALLEY Automatic Iron
9.95
SAMPSON Traveler's Iron
5.45
5.50
ELECTRIC ERON, complete with cord
STEAM-O-MATIC Auto. Electric Iron
19.95
MIDDLETON Electric Iron, automatic
9.95
Cleaner
guar
Vacuum
1
yr.
69.50
Deluxe
ROYAL
54.50
PREMIER Electric Vacuum Cleaner

MAKE IRONING EASIER

MIRR RS FOR EVERY PURPOSE
_

New Ironing Boards, each

$4.95 and $5.95

Ironing Board Pads and Covers, set

$2.50

DELUXE MOP PAIL, at

$3.00

U. S. RUBBER BOOTS, reg. $5.50 values

4.50

GALVANIZED PAILS, new. durable, at

60c

DUREX STEP-LADDERS FOR ALL PURPOSES
BISSELL'S CARPET SWEEPER at

$7.95

Everhot Airflo Electric Heater, with fan

12.95

We have a wide selection of fine mirrors. in various sizes and designs, and offered in a wide range
of prices. $1.95 to $26.95
MEDICINE CAB

JUIC-O-MAT Juicer, hand controlled, spec. 3.69
DORMYER ELECTRIC JUICER

14.50

BATH ROOM SCALES, Borg make
4-foot ladder, .at
5-Foot Ladder, at
6-Foot Ladder, at
8-Foot Ladder, I at
10-Foot Ladder, at __

$3.95
4.25
4.95
7.50
9.50

7.50
A nice roomy medicine cabinet, with mirrorfront, always comes in handy for storage spaca.u,
$13.95
and shaving. We have a nice selection from
13.95--W814.50-

WEAREVER PRESSURE COOICERS
With Patented Snap-Tite cover
iliW-The Esc° Pressure Coolrer at

2.ga

FULTON ELECTRIC & FURNITUREN,CO.:
319-323 W ALNUT STREET

ERNEST LOWE, Manager

PHONE 100
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Bushart, Mr. Marshall Lowry and ill. Mrs. Browder and daughter, a.atorie) and we
iatloser to the
Jimmie Allen Lowry, Mr. and Mrs Amelia, remained.
.enter of populati WW1 either of
Mrs. Bertis Wide, Sara and Rob- these states. We have both water
lMr. and Mrs. Albert Caldwell James Alton Lowry and Jiannie
ert Wade viisted Mr. and Mrs. lata .ind rail; tratuportation and an,
spent Thursday of last week with Kent called in the acernoon.
Rev. Paul Hall
om M rray pert Browder Sunday afternoon.
abundance of intelligent, abut ana
Dir. and Mrs. Claude Nelson near
preached at the Chunch oaf hrist , Mesdames: Roboat Thompson and farained labor. We are in
position
Dukedom
Mr_ Fred Waggoner and R. S. Sunday afternoon atla2:36. He' will Hillinan Collier are giving 'tailoring to offer flew industries asamuch or
Go' sawn went to Humboldt, Tenn., be here every first Sunday after- instructions this' week to' any one aiore than any State and \this we
interested. In the home of Mrs. inust put 'before them. We need an
Thursday of last week after fertil- :loon throughout the year.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson left Thompson.
.,ggressive and planned campaign
Veria
•
Mr. and Mrs. *hard Mobley, to do this' either by the State or
Mies Mai-Orel Crawfbrd is re- Sunday to spend this week with
ported impritived ' after heing ill Mr. and Mra. Harold, Carr in Nash- Mr. ahd Mrs. Homer WeatherspoOn private individuals; Public spirited
,
and son, Dan, attended s surprise citizens like'. Freak- Wilkie, Harry
gar the past, week.
Nell Gassum and Mrs birthday dinner Sdnday honoring Schacter, Tom; GraRum, Fred Wal•
Mrs. Ira Rains has been on the
L
Moaw
rY
ry went, to Mayfield on Mrs. !Russell Rocknaan.
lace and othtrs hate done and can
sick list for the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Browder, Mr. do much good to promote this pria
Little Kay Emerson passed a- Tuesday of last week.
Ludora Rowland is convalescing land Mrs. C. B. Caldwell were Sun- ,gram, but the individual town can
way Thursday morning of last
meek. Funeral services were held theely after being sick the past day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lon twin. Many smallatowns in Ken',
.rown from church.
tucky have suffered through the
at Bethelhem Saturday at 11 o'- week.
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Casey went
selfisluiess of some of their leading
clock. Bro. McMinn conducted the
•itizens wim own factories or busservice. We extend our heartfelt ; tu Mayfield Monday.
LATHAM
inesses and do all 'in their power to
sympathy to the bereaved family.' Mrs. Mildred Wallace's little boyis sick with the flu.
limeraway '
Mr. Bob Carney has been indis. keep others out, not wanting to
'We are seeing'plenty of bad
posed for several days, suffering have to compete with them for labor or in wages.
neather these days.
from a stomach ailment.
PALESTINE
We have a system of parks that
Mrs. Esta Moore and Mrs. Lela!
Mr. and Mra. Bonnie Cummings
Bro. S. F. Sands held services moved to their new farm just re- is constantly being. improved and
lleshart spent several days at home
-the past week on account of the I Sunday and was guest of Mr. and cently bought from Mrs. Lawrence we have in Mammoth Cave one of
the seven wonders of the world. We
Mrs. Raymond Brown on Third-st Taylor near Dukedom.
futtory not working.
must continually and aggressively
Sirs. Charlie Stewai•d and, chil- from ahurch.
Mr._John Clement is a patient in
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Evans and Haws Memorial Hospital, with a publicize these because tourists
dren spent last week with her Sisj can bring many millions of dollars
ter. -Para. Lovie Hainley, her hus- family were guests of Mr, and Mrs. Ileart ailment.
into the State. Now, when neW cars
band being in the Fulton hospital Roy Bard and Mrs. A. M. Browder
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Stafford are
I are becoming available. when the
tor the past week. He's getting a- Sunday from church.
rejoicing over a big boy, born at
wanderlust created by the avar can
Sunday afternoon visitors of Mr. the Fulton Hospital last week.
long as well as could be expected.
ise fulfilled, when people have the
Alaite a crowd gathered at .the and Mrs. Robert Thompson were
Bro. Pat Hardeman delivered a
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By David M. Porter

Spring

• - AccessoriesPurses
Gloves

Are Such Picker-Uppers
in the Spring!

For your new suit—for your last
spring suit--Jor your skirts--fer

as =my purposes,—you will "Ant
several from our huge and varfed stock.
Priced from

$2.98 to $7.98
•JUNIOR SIZES
4,

and DOTTY has them!
No outfit is complete oithout the
"right" bag and gloves. Buy them
now while our selection is best.

• BAGS
I,eathers — Plastics — Patents
Lizards . . . in black. broorn, red
navy.

al& to-1198

•MISSES' SIZES
•LIGE SIZES
Whitest and colons in a host of
Levity 'cloths and of cOurse—
.
short
I,ong
and
modiable.

;
ddremel

A little Va-tro-nol up
Spo- 4.1„ty each nostril promptly
4,,b/d u"-, relieves stiffly, stuffy
DroP distress of heed colds/405e
matasbreathingeasier.

,
1
• GLOVES

(

All fine cloths
all leagth,plain aad fasseys. I White, blaiik,
navy, brown,i pastels.

$1.50 to $2.59

The More You Use It
The More You Like It
Beautiful silverware isn't something to be hidden away—it's
something to be used—and not merely when you have guests.
Use it regularly on the family table where everyone may enjoy its beauty. Sterling silver, regularly used, aoquires still
greater appeal. Buy your sterling now—uae it always.
National advertised lines of Silverware, China and Glassware.

ANDREWS JeLeh.
'

Aln kips previa many
colds from developing
These are some of the things
U used in time. Try itl
You'll like itl Follow
;hat have faced and will face state
alrecnars in packise.
226 Church St.
officials, the treatment and solving
of many of these should make up
the platforms of all prospective I
candidates so that the public may I
have a chance to better judge the
candidates in' the primary and
shpw their judgment by their vote.
Lieutenant Govrenor Tuggle, Attorney General, Dummit, Congressman Clements and ftepresentative
Waterfield are all Kentuckians interested in the progress of the state
and the welfare of its citizens, but
each question has two sides, each
problem a number of solutions and
the people want to know their
viewpoint and how they would act
on them.
Many changes. were brought about by the war, one of the things
brought out was the fact that &anthem labor properly trained could
! produce as well or better than the
Oabor of the industrialized EaSt- AS
!a result industry is moving South,
we must take advantage of this.
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sylviinia did before the war. We
have as much or more to offer. We
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottlirtg Company. Inc.
have coal and Cheap power to run i
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